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Introduction

In most countries, the legal system is the primary institution through which citizens pursue justice when wronged or to exercise their rights. However, in many of these countries, a variety of barriers prevent citizens from accessing the legal system (OECD 2015). The primary barriers are economic, cultural, and political and they generate significant externalities such as social exclusion, government dependence, weaker business assurances, and higher healthcare costs (OECD 2015, p. 4). It is not only a just but a prudent state that seeks to reduce or eliminate barriers to justice.

ChatGPT – a large language model (LLM) – recently passed the U.S. bar exam (Arredondo et al. 2023). The startling rise and power of generative AI systems such as ChatGPT lead us to consider whether and how more specialized systems could be employed to overcome existing barriers to the legal system. Broadly, such systems could be employed in either of two major stages of the pursuit of justice: preliminary information gathering and formal engagement with the State’s legal institutions and professionals. We focus on the former and argue developing and deploying publicly funded artificial intelligence legal advisors...
(AI LAs) can reduce economic and shame-based cultural barriers to the information-gathering stage of pursuing justice.

By AI LA we have in mind a system that provides potential litigants with reliable legal information that is specific and intelligible to allow them to make informed decisions whether to formally contract a lawyer and/or formally pursue their claims in court. Several similar legal AI platforms already exist (AI Lawyer 2023; Rattray 2023; Casetext 2022) and will likely only improve over time. In one London-based law firm from November 2022 to February 2023, Harvey AI was used by 3,500 of their lawyers to ask 40,000 legal questions during their day-to-day work (Rattray 2023). Specialized AI models can already give advice for specific domains of law. For example, JusticeBot (Tribunal administratif du logement 2023), a free tool for Quebec housing law, takes case facts into account in giving legal advice, asks pertinent questions, and cites similar cases for each relevant legal claim.

Throughout, we do not claim that highly reliable AI LAs currently exist but assume they will be available soon. As such, a foresighted technology assessment should consider their use before such technologies are developed and become available. We advocate that AI LAs be publicly funded. While a privately developed AI LA could achieve the same technical goals, a publicly funded AI LA supports broader economic accessibility. Moreover, democratic governments and international organizations should support implementation of AI LAs. Access to justice is intrinsically good but also provides instrumental benefits. It is a crucial prerequisite for establishing legal confidence and trust, thereby creating a favorable business environment, attracting investments, and contributing to overall economic spending (The Perryman Group 2009, pp. 19–21). Growing evidence suggests that the ability to address legal issues and obtain justice has a positive impact on inclusive economic growth (OECD 2013, pp. 2, 2015, pp. 1–4). This impact is manifested through job creation, reduced absences at work due to legal problems (Task Force on Justice 2019, p. 45), improved housing stability, resolution of debt, and stimulating growth by instilling confidence in assurance (Stolper et al. 2007, pp. 8–9). Equal access to justice may also foster economic growth by establishing a level playing field (Task Force on Justice 2019, pp. 39–41), especially for small or medium economic participants (OECD 2015, pp. 3–4). It also facilitates enforcement of contracts, encourages fair competition, and instills confidence in regulatory frameworks (OECD 2015, pp. 9–10). Thus, supporting access to justice can play a role in assisting individuals to overcome severe forms of social exclusion and ensuring equal opportunities for economic advancement.

To support our thesis that AI LAs can reduce barriers to justice, we (1) outline common economic and shame-based cultural barriers to pursuing legal justice, (2) describe how an AI LA can mitigate barriers during the information-gathering stage, and (3) address potential limitations and harms. Our scope for these claims is Anglo-American common law systems. This brings with it unique barriers to legal aid and implementing AI systems, and a specific common law that may or may not generalize more globally.

**Economic barriers**

**Economic barriers to legal aid seeking**

This section reviews economic barriers to justice and suggests how an AI LA could reduce them during the information-gathering stage. Economic barriers are not only financial, but also the opportunity cost of time spent on information-seeking and transportation.

A substantial body of evidence finds people with low socio-economic status (SES) face greater barriers to the legal system — and therefore they also face greater barriers to gain access to justice (Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor 2008, pp. 6–9; Legal Services Corporation 2022, sec. 5; OECD 2015, p. 7). Poverty, poverty-related discrimination, and distrust present barriers to justice globally (Beqiraj and McNamara 2014, chaps. 4–5). What is more, marginalized — including economically marginalized — populations face unique barriers to justice in the UK (Gill et al. 2021) and in Canada (Silverman and Molnar 2016).

Financial barriers influence whether people pursue justice through the legal system. Across OECD countries, 42% to 90% of individuals who opt out of pursuing legal aid attribute their decision to financial considerations, whether real or perceived (OECD 2015, p. 5). Further, for 92% of legal problems low-income Americans face, they do not receive any or enough legal aid (Legal Services Corporation 2022, pp. 47–48). Moreover, education and accessible information are also barriers to the justice system —53% of low-income Americans do not know if they are able to find an affordable lawyer if needed (Legal Services Corporation 2022, pp. 51–52). These and other barriers lead them to pursue litigation at lower rates than higher SES groups. For example, in medical contexts, lower SES groups pursue litigation at lower rates when compared to other groups because of a lack of access to legal resources and the nature of the contingency fee system in medical malpractice claims (McClellan et al. 2012; Viser 2022).

Our thesis is that artificial intelligence legal advisors can reduce barriers to justice.
Overcoming economic barriers with publicly funded AI legal advisors

To specify ways in which AI technology can reduce economic barriers to justice we propose conceiving the pursuit of legal justice as having two stages:

1. Information gathering: In this stage, one seeks to determine whether one has a claim, evaluate the strength of that claim, and evaluate the cost-benefit tradeoffs of formally pursuing one’s legal claim.

2. Formal engagement: In this stage, one hires a lawyer and engages with state officials and the court system to pursue one’s claim.

People with limited economic resources cannot frivolously engage with an economically onerous legal system. Before one invests resources to make an informed formal pursuit of a claim, one must have some sense of one’s prospects for success and the underlying legal reasoning. Hence, existing economic barriers to information gathering prevent people who, unbeknownst to them, have strong claims and might have pursued them formally had they possessed this knowledge. We believe AI LAs are well-suited to address economic barriers to information gathering.

We have in mind an AI LA that could provide prospective litigants with (a) an assessment of legal considerations and reasoning involved in their claim, (b) a crude assessment of their case’s likelihood of success in court, (c) an interactive lay explanation of (a) and (b).

Assessment of legal considerations would include explanations of which laws apply, why and how they apply, and how similar cases have been treated. The crude assessment of the likelihood of legal success would be expressed as ‘poor,’ ‘unlikely,’ ‘unknown,’ ‘fair,’ or ‘strong.’ Critically, like existing LLMs, AI advisors will be conversational, allowing users to ask follow-up questions and clarifications.

Citizens with a limited understanding of their legal situation, the likelihood of success, and scarce economic resources may be hesitant to approach a lawyer. Proposed capabilities for the AI LA align with the information citizens seek during information gathering. Unlike consulting a lawyer, a government-funded AI LA can provide legal information sought without imposing burdensome financial, time, and transportation costs. Moreover, if it is publicly funded, citizens bear minimal direct costs and online accessibility eliminates transportation and mitigates time costs.

Under this model, citizens who otherwise might not have pursued legitimate claims due to economic barriers in the information-gathering stage may now choose to pursue them. Nevertheless, economic barriers are not the only barriers to justice. We now turn to investigating how legal AI can address cultural and shame-based barriers to justice.

Cultural barriers to justice

In this section, we (a) define shame and how it relates to cultural norms, (b) explain how it can pose a barrier to pursuing justice in the information-gathering stage, (c) suggest how a publicly funded AI LA can mitigate barriers to legal information seeking. Notice in the following that while economic barriers to justice may be addressed by funding human legal resources, AI LAs have unique features that address shame-based barriers in ways additional funding cannot.

Shame, stigma, culture

Shame is a “negative emotion that arises when one is seen and judged by others (whether they are present, possible or imagined) to be flawed in some crucial way, or when some part of oneself is perceived to be inadequate, inappropriate or immoral” (Dolezal and Lyons 2017, p. 257). Shame influences behavior because it can threaten one’s feelings of belonging and acceptance within interpersonal contexts, socially, and politically (Walker and Bantebya-Kyomuhendo 2014).

Shame can be acute or chronic. Acute shame is a single episode that arises unexpectedly, as in cases of embarrassment where in social interaction, one’s self-presentation falters, fails, or falls short of socially desired modes of comportment (Dolezal and Lyons 2017). Chronic shame is often a result of general social stigma directed at marginalized social groups. For instance, shame is linked to racism, discrimination (Harris-Perry 2011), low SES (Walker and Bantebya-Kyomuhendo 2014), and body size (Farrell 2011).

Shame is often a function of cultural norms. Groups use shame to reinforce norms by stigmatizing norm violators in two ways: by stigmatizing observed behavior of individuals, or by stigmatizing one’s relationship or belonging to a particular social group (Goffman 1986). Stigmatization gives rise to feelings of shame among stigmatized which in turn disincentivizes or incentivizes certain behaviors (Battle 2019, p. 645). Hence, stigma, shame, and cultural norms interact to influence behavior.

The justice system and social norms can leverage the power of shame through stigmatization to prevent certain behaviors and incentivize others. This is neither good nor bad, but rather depends on the nature of the norms being supported. Stigma-
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tizing theft or domestic violence isn’t a bad cultural practice. However, we suggest shame and shame-inducing norms that impede the legitimate pursuit of justice are prima facie bad and should be eliminated. These include norms against litigation due to group membership and norms against disclosing information that stigmatizes or shames.

In the cases below, we show how AI LAs can mitigate shame-based barriers to justice due to the human propensity not to feel judged when interacting with AI (Bartneck et al. 2010; Holthöwer and Van Doorn 2023).

**Overcoming shame-based cultural barriers with publicly funded AI legal advisors**

**First case: Shame-based barriers to justice for victims of intimate partner violence**

Victims of intimate partner violence (IPV) often forgo pursuing justice because the stigmatization of being a victim can lead to shame (Overstreet and Quinn 2013). IPV survivors grapple with a lasting sense of shame after their experience, stemming from lost self-identity, self-blame, and fear of judgment (Camp 2022, p. 103). Seeking help often leads to encounters with people or institutions—including the legal system—that worsen rather than alleviate this shame (Camp 2022, pp. 136–137).

Understandingly, individuals who perceive a stigma associated with being a victim of IPV are less likely to seek institutional support, and when they do disclose experiences, they prefer indirect language that hints at abuse without disclosing details (Williams and Mickelson 2008).

The most common legal intervention for victims of IPV is protection orders, vital tools for responding to IPV. Yet, obtaining a protection order requires survivors to enter “a process that often deprives them of their privacy and ability to control their self-image—experiences anchored in shame” (Camp 2022, pp. 103–104). This suggests shame may both be a barrier to disclosing information and for seeking aid. For example, one U.S. abuse shelter from 2004–2008 found of all victims of IPV, only 32.25% had protection orders upon appearing at the shelter (Durfee and Messing 2012).

AI LAs can mitigate shame-based barriers to information gathering for victims of IPV. Interacting with an AI rather than a human restores privacy and eliminates shame that can be induced by the presence of others which can allow a victim of IPV to safely learn (a) what legal recourse and protections are available to them, (b) how to pursue legal recourse/protection, (c) whether their circumstances meet legal criteria, (d) the likelihood they will succeed in obtaining legal recourse or protection, and (e) all the above in an interactive lay-friendly language. Certainly, victims of IPV will have to engage with humans if they decide to pursue recourse formally. However, AI LAs allow the acquisition of information for an informed legal decision. Moreover, since social stigmas associated with being a victim of IPV are unjustified and harmful, access to an AI LA justifiably reduces shame-based harms to victims of IPV’s.

**Second case: Shame-based barriers to justice for marginalized groups when cultural norms obscure legal rights**

Cultural norms may stigmatize seeking legal aid for women or people in positions of lower social status where fear of reprisal or shame keeps legal complaints underserved (Long Chamness and Ponce 2019, pp. 13–17). This may be common outside the U.S., where compensation culture is weak, nonexistent, or displaced by other norms in specific contexts. Consider the following case involving inheritance rights.

In some communities, there is a cultural expectation that women will relinquish their inheritance rights to their brothers when their parents die (Nayeen 2020). In doing so, a woman protects and ensures their culturally coveted status of a ‘good sister’. Conversely, failure to relinquish her right puts her social status in jeopardy and incurs stigma from norm violation.

The prevalence of a cultural norm for women to relinquish their inheritance rights can create confusion about what legal inheritance rights women have. Moreover, it can prevent women from inquiring about their rights as this could be interpreted as a pre-emptive norm violation (Nayeen 2020). Even inquiring into one’s rights can incur stigma or shame—especially if one isn’t yet sure of the extent of one’s rights or whether one would indeed pursue them.

This cost often prohibits investigating legal rights, which prevents obtaining information required to make informed legal decisions. With full information, a woman may reason the benefit of asserting her inheritance rights offsets the social cost of norm violation. Furthermore, social norms can never be overturned until women living in such communities accurately understand their rights. In short, the conflation between social norms and legal rights deprives women (and other similarly situated marginalized groups) of the opportunity to make informed decisions regarding whether they wish to exercise their inheritance rights.

An AI LA can provide women with the information necessary to make informed decisions regarding tradeoffs between social sanction and exercising inheritance rights (or other rights) is worth it. Such information includes: (a) clarifying any confusion with respect to the nature and extent of the rights in question, (b) other legal variables, (c) the legal process required for exercising rights, (d) a coarse-grained assessment of the case’s likelihood of success in court, and (e) an interactive lay explanation of preceding information.

This is how our model can mitigate cultural barriers to justice in the information-gathering stage. An AI LA permits private inquiries into rights in a way immune to shame. This is most true in small or tight-knit communities where being seen walking into a law office could cause gossip and shame.

**Third case: Shame as a barrier to justice for victims of fraud**

Disclosing to others that one has been a victim of fraud brings about acute shame that can prevent victims from pursuing justice. In the U.S., for example, fraud is an enormous problem, as consumers lost nearly $9 billion in 2022 (Fair 2023). However, victims rarely come forward and pursue justice. A sur-
survey conducted by The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) found an estimated 15% contacted authorities (Williams 2023). Another report found that 30% of respondents indicated they would be embarrassed to admit to being a victim of a financial scam, whether to friends, family, or authorities (Aviva 2021, p. 11).

Shame may lead such victims to forgo information-gathering since they can only identify costs (shame) without the benefit. Hence, such victims frequently do not pursue legal claims because they never acquire the information to evaluate benefits.

Again, a publicly funded AI LA could reduce shame-induced barriers to pursuing justice in the information-gathering stage for victims of fraud. Formally pursuing legal recourse requires understanding at minimum (a) whether the law applies to one’s case, (b) what one is entitled to in a successful judgment, (c) a coarse-grained assessment of one’s chances of success, and (d) an interactive lay explanation of the above. The private nature of interactions with AI shields victims from the potential gossip and shame of interacting with a human. An AI LA can mitigate shame-based barriers to pursuing justice by reducing the shame-based cost of seeking legal information a victim needs to make an informed decision regarding tradeoffs between shame-based (and other) costs and benefits of formally pursuing litigation.

Discussion

One worry with AI LAs are reliability and accuracy standards (Grimm et. al. 2021). However, our position does not depend on the reliability and accuracy of current systems. Rather, we hold that such systems are permissibly deployed when they are as reliable and accurate as human lawyers. Early investigations suggest that high levels of reliability and accuracy will be attained in specific domains (e.g., the above mentioned JusticeBot for housing law) before an all-purpose LLM can handle all legal domains (Deakin and Markou 2020; Hildebrandt 2016). Insofar as this is the case, we support domain-specific models since some mitigation of the barriers to justice is better than no mitigation.

Harms

Our proposal might result in increased caseloads in a legal system, which is concerning due to increased funding needs for typically underfunded and overburdened systems. This legitimate concern points to the inevitable trade-offs emergent technologies generate. However, this concern relies on the assumption that access to AI LAs will only increase the number of cases going to trial. AI LAs may also reduce litigation in some cases. Litigants who go to trial systematically overestimate their chance of success (Korobkin and Guthrie 1994; Weinstein 2002). By providing litigants with estimates of success, litigants who overestimated their likelihood of gain may not pursue a trial when they otherwise would have. Reducing litigant miscalculation may also lead to more settlements than trials (Korobkin and Guthrie 1994; Priest and Klein 1984), and settlements are less burdensome to the legal system. We do not speculate on the net change of cases in the legal system, but the effects will likely work in both directions.

Finally, this concern overlooks the benefits of broader AI implementation within the law. Tasks that used to take days of research can now be completed in minutes. The cost and time associated with each case will likely decrease with widespread AI implementation.

Artificial intelligence legal advisors are permissibly deployed when they are as reliable and accurate as human lawyers.

Bias

A common concern with many AI systems is that they can inherit and reproduce biases in their training data. This concern also applies to AI LAs who will have been trained in case law rife with historical biases. This topic of biases in AI is large and ongoing. An exhaustive treatment goes beyond the scope of this research article. However, a brief response is warranted.

First, the question of biases will always be comparative. There is unlikely ever to exist any human-developed system free of all biases. The question, therefore, is whether an AI LA could have fewer biases than the current system. We believe the answer is ‘yes’ because it is much easier to alter the biases of an AI than it is of the individuals and institutions that compose the entire legal system.

Bias inhabits AI systems within their training data, algorithms, and outputs. We know that biased data leads to biased algorithms. Therefore, it’s possible to mitigate bias through debiasing the training set or through careful selection of training data. Where this isn’t possible, it’s possible to adjust algorithms that we know were developed using biased data. Finally, if we know in advance that an AI’s outputs are biased, it’s possible to have the AI correct in the other direction (Fazelpour and Danks 2021). While these correction measures are not easy or foolproof, they are easier and more likely to succeed than attempting to correct the implicit and systemic biases of every individual and institution that compose current justice systems. Finally, addressing biases in a legal system can happen concurrently while addressing biased AI LAs in the ways we have mentioned.
Responsibility
AI generates questions about legal responsibility within existing legal frameworks (Beckers and Teubner 2021). An AI LA could make two major kinds of errors that lead to harm which raise questions about responsibility and liability: The AI (a) recommends pursuing litigation when there is no viable claim, or (b) recommends abstaining from litigation when in fact there is a viable claim. The topic of responsibility in AI ethics is rich and complicated and cannot be addressed comprehensively within the constraints of this research article. Nevertheless, a few brief remarks are in order.

In the first case, the issues of responsibility and liability are relatively unproblematic. The AI LA recommends pursuing a claim which leads the user to contact a lawyer. If the AI has erred, the lawyer should explain why further legal action would be inappropriate. If the lawyer is correct, there is no harm save a consultation fee. If the lawyer is incorrect, the lawyer bears the responsibility just as they are currently held responsible for poor legal advice.

In the second case, a fund liability model is appropriate (Beckers and Teubner 2021, pp. 139–140). In this model, a regulatory agency creates and administers a fund or insurance to provide compensation for harm. Firms in the industry sector finance the fund according to their market share and the agency determines ex-post liability for each case/class of cases. Finally, such a model will require that AI LA be audited at appropriate intervals since naive individuals will not know when the AI’s advice not to litigate is mistaken.

Conclusion
We have explained how economic cost and shame present barriers to accessing the justice system, how AI LAs may alleviate these barriers, and have covered some limitations and harms of such LLMs. There is no one solution to every legal barrier for everyone, but AI LAs present several viable solutions. Such advisors can reduce economic and shame-based barriers to the information-gathering stage of pursuing justice. This is significant since lack of information is itself a barrier to informed decision-making regarding whether to formally pursue justice. We take the value of justice to be intrinsic and self-evident, therefore, expanding access to justice is a good thing. The legal system becomes more just when the cases reaching the court do so based on merit rather than arbitrary barriers.
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